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FROM THE DEAN Edward F. Lawlor
social work have started in just the past
five years. Appropriately supporting
this development of international
social work and social work education
raises important questions of culture,
politics, economics, and the state
of our comparative knowledge in
social work and social policy, With
students from 30 countries at OUf
School, and a significant portfolio of
international faculty research and
involvement, we cannot avoid facing
these important questions.
This issue also highlights the contri-
butions of Sue Stepleton, MSW '79,
one of our distinguished graduates
and a model of social impact in her
career. Sue is president and CEO of
Parents as Teachers (PAT) National
enter, an international early child-
hood parent education and family
support program. Sue and her team
do a phenomenal job of providing
the tools and training that parents need to help
their children thrive in early education and life.
In addition to its service excellence, PAT has
become a force for good in research and policy
at all levels. Sue exemplifies the kind of contri-
butions we hope our graduates will achieve.
















IAM PLEASED TO INTRODUCE the firstissue of the George Warren Brown School ofSocial Work's magazine, Social Impact. This
new publication replaces Links, the School's
longtime newsletter, with a new format and
orientation. As its name implies, Social Impact
focuses on the significant contributions our
faculty, students, and graduates make locally,
nationally, and internationally. More importantly,
however, this magazine aims to spark discussion
around critical issues of social policy, practice,
and education.
The debut of Social Impact reflects the beginning
of many new ventures at the School and a
renewed commitment to communicating our
work with our community and the profession.
I encourage your reactions and suggestions.
Please e-mail socialimpact@wustl.edu with your
news, comments, or ideas. We will publish select
letters and e-rnails in future issues ofthe magazine.
EDWARD F. LAWLOR
Dean and the William E. Gordon Professor
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For example, our cover story explores the
growth of international social work and how
graduate schools of social work can positively
contribute to the global challenges of social
development, human rights and human services,
and social and political engagement. The pace
of this change is stunning. In China, for example,
some 200 new university-based programs in

PERSPECTIVES In the News & Bookshelf
In the News
Social Work Faculty Comment on Savings,




The Kansas City Starreports that threeMissouri organiza-
tions will receive grants to
fight underaged gambling.




who will interview hundreds
of residents to learn more
about how, why, and when
they started gambling.
Cunn ingham-Williams's
work was also recently
featured on NPR. She






which is a diagnostic tool
to assess whether a person
is a pathological gambler.
"We hope to be able to
move beyond the question
of whether a person is a
pathological gambler or
not and do what we do in
substance abuse research,"























fall on a proposal to make
significant cuts to the
federal food stamp program.
Although the proposal did
not pass, it did raise issues
about the program and its
impact. In an interview
with American Public
Radio's "Marketplace,"
Mark Rank, the Herbert S.
Hadley Professor of Social
Welfare, commented that
more than half of adults
will use the program at
some point in their life.
With more than 25 million
people using food stamps,
"it's a program with wide-
spread effect," he said in
the interview.
Connect:
Hear the interview at
http://gwbweb.wustledu/
people/fee/ rank.html
With the rightincentives andsupport, poor
people can save voluntarily,
insists Michael Sherraden,
the Benjamin E. Youngdahl
Professor of Social
Development. Sherraden
and his colleagues at the
School's Center for Social
Development pioneered
the concept of individual
development accounts,
which work like 40lkS and
other matched savings
programs. (See related article
on page 32). This work was
the focus of a front-page
feature in the Wall Street
Journal, which explored
how his work has sparked
interest from Republican
and Democratic administra-
tions at the state and
national levels. Sherraden
was also profiled in St. Louis
MagaZine as one of the 10
Great Minds in St. Louis
who are changing the world.
"There's an assumption that
people won't have enough
to eat or that their kids
won't have clothes," he said
in the profile, "and that
seems logical. But what we
found is that poor people
save pretty well. And
they're saving voluntarily
- it's not forced savings.
They're responding to
incentives because they
want to improve their lives."
6
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Reid in a recent interview
with the Belleville News-
Democrat. jonson-Retd
was commenting on the
death of an Illinois boy
who was abused and
neglected by his mother
and her boyfriend, as well
as a recent study that found
children are at a higher
risk of abuse, neglect, or
death when they live with
a non-biological parent,
such as a live-in boyfriend.
Jonson-Reid stated that
with proper access to infor-
mation and educational
programs, poor parents
can make changes to
ensure children receive
adequate food and proper
clothing. She added that
these changes typically do
not occur in households
where patterns of abuse
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From Incentives to Intuition:
What Faculty and Staff are Reading
SEVERAL TIMES A YEAR faculty and staff breakfrom their day-to-day activities to discuss anddebate the concepts touted in some of today's most
popular nonfiction books. Books selected for discussion
this year include the following:





Why the Many Are






New Yorker business columnist
James Surowiecki contends that,
under the right circumstances,
groups make better decisions









DO YOU HAVE A BOOK TO SUGGEST)
E-mail socialimpact@wustl.edu
In this best seller, Malcolm Gladwell, author of The Tipping Point,
highlights the snap decisions we frequently make and why those
decisions are often correct.
THE PARADOX OF CHOICE
WHYMORE 15lm BAARY mWIRTl
U.n, 0." " f."''' ..'".
FREAKONOMICS
A ROGUE ECONOMIST EXPLORES
THE HIDDEN SIDE OF EVERYTHING
"Prepare lOU UlIle •.~- 01110,.,... _
THE PARADOX OF
CHOICE: Why More Is Less
By Barry Schwartz
Are more options better? That is
the question asked by sociologist
Barry Schwartz. According to
Schwartz, many choices we regu-
larly face - from what to watch
on TV to choosing a health care





By Steven Levitt and
Stephen Dunbar
Economist Steven levitt
investigates a variety of life
experiences through the lens
of economic incentives.
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PERSPECTIVES with Dean Edward F. Lawlor
of Redesigning the Medicare Contract:
Politics, Markets, and Agency.
Medicare Part 0 will provide a number
of options for seniors. "Obviously it
will offer new prescription drug choices
and pay for drugs in new, enhanced
ways, but more importantly. it will
be the basis for a set of health care
conversations with family, friends.
and professionals. The overall goal is
to use the program as eFfectively as
THIS SPRING MEDICARErecipients will need to enrollin one of the new prescription
drug coverage plans. But with the
deluge of information about Medicare
Part D, some reliable and some not,
"seniors find themselves in an
environment of fear and confusion,"
says Dean Edward F. Lawlor, author
"There is so much noise about the
Medicare prescription drug program,
but people are not getting clear, simple
information. Many seniors are not
even entertaining making the proper
plan choice."
8
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possible," says Lawlor, a member of the
National Academy of Social Insurance.
While the prescription drug plan has
its benefits, the enrollment process is
creating a set of difficulties because there
is confusion about Part D's specifics and
its eligibility guidelines. The complexity
and confusion from the roll out are the
result of political choices to accommodate
the pharmaceutical industry, to limit
the public's cost of the program, and to
emphasize features of choice and com-
petition in drug coverage. For Medicare
beneficiaries on Medicaid or retiree
health plans, the technicalities of the
changes are even more bewildering.
"There is so much noise
about the prescription
drug program, but people
are not getting clear,
simple information."
"Seniors are recovering from the discount
card experience and are now trying to
understand the deadlines and require-
ments that they face with this new
coverage," Lawlor says.
Lawlor hopes that thiS Part D experience
prompts a broader discussion about
Medicare. "One of the things that is so
difficult about Medicare is its complexity,"
he adds. "One of the standard trade
books, Medicare Made Easy, is 331 pages.
Even experts have a hard time under-
standing the complexities and nuances
of the program. Hopefully the prescrip-
tion drug plan process will start a longer
conversation with Medicare to help
people understand the program as a
whole, use it better, and not be frightened
by the policy changes that are going to
happen. Perhaps this experience will also
create political momentum to simplify
and streamline this amazingly complex
piece of social policy." :-:
Motivating Experiences
-,,--- ,..---
Experiences motivate international student
to earn MSW,help youth in his country
By Brenda Murphy-Niederkorn
ITIS DJ FFICUL T FOR CHARLES HOU NMENOU, a Fulbright Fellofrom Benin, a French-speaking republic in West Africa, to describe thevery personal experience that has led him to complete master's degree
studies this May at the School of Social Work with a focus on the social
and economic development of children and youth.
As a longtime teacher, Hounrnenou, 40, regularly encountered child traffic
ing in the rural villages of Benin - a practice in which poor families who
cannot provide for all of their children negotiate with traffickers to send
them to work in Nigerian quarries. Children, ages 6 to 15, are victims of
this practice, according to Hounmenou, who says that those lucky enougl
to return came back with stories of work days that started at 4 a.m. and
lasted until 11 p.m., with only one meal provided.
Child labor is not a new practice in West AFrica, according to Hounmenoi
who, at age six, lost his father and was sent to live with a family friend,
where he was required to work for the household in exchange for schoolin
"1 Focused on getting my G.E.D. to move out of this situation," says
Hounmenou, who holds the French-equivalent of master's degrees in
both education and arts. "It's important that I do something for myself
and children who suffer as 1did in the past."
Hounmenou has completed a practicum at Support a Child International
a community-based organization working to educate at-risk children and
youth living in low-income Ll.S. urban communities as well as in several
African countries, including Benin. Hounmenou currently is interning
with the Gamaliel Foundation, an organization of 55 faith-based affiliates
in the United States and Africa that provides leadership training,
fundratstng expertise, strategic planning assistance, and advocacy for
low-income communities.
Hounmenou applied for the Fulbright Fellowship because he believed
studying social work abroad was "the best way" he could help his countr
"I hardly ever imagined studying in the U.s., although I traveled a lot
abroad," says Hounmenou, a six-time national Scrabble champion in Ben'
who finished loth in a field of 6,301 players at the 2004 world Scrabble
championship in France.
Hounmenou is applying to doctoral programs in social work and hopes tc
return to his country to start the first-ever master's degree program in
social work. 'Td like to see a lot of social workers trained in Benin," he sa
"Achieving this challenging project will be my best contribution to the
social development of Benin." :-:
SOCIAL IMPACT I Spr,....





A SAD AND SURPRISING FACT given that theUnited States is the wealthiest nation in the world.••• Dean Edward F. Lawlor sat down with Mark R. Rank,
the Herbert S. Hadley Professor of Social Welfare, for a
conversation about poverty and what we can do to address it.
MR: Hurricane Katrina sparked a new but
unfortunately short-lived focus on poverty.
In terms of what's different, over the past
30 years we've seen a significant shift in
who bears the responsibility for helping
to protect Americans from economic risk.
In the past, businesses assumed part of the
risk through long-term job stability, pension
programs, and health insurance. The federal
government also assumed some of the risk
through initiatives such as Social Security. Today, much
of the economic risk has been shifted to individuals -
the social safety net has shrunk, job security has vanished,
we've seen reductions in health insurance coverage, and we
all know about the recent talks to privatize Social Security.
All of these reflect the fact that over the last three decades
EDWARD LAWLOR: Why are so many of
us at risk of poverty?
MARK RANK: One reason is that during
our lives we are likely to encounter certain
events that place us in economic jeopardy
- a lost job, a divorce, a health care'
emergency, growing old - these are just
a few of the relatively common life events
that can push households into poverty.
EL: There seems to be a renewed interest in
poverty. What is different about poverty today
and our reaction to it?
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EL:Where should we focus our efforts on addressing poverty?
MR: In order to confront poverty, we need to address the
structural failings at the economic and political levels.
For example, our economy Simply doesn't produce enough
jobs that pay a living wage. Similar to a game of musical
chairs, the structure of our system ensures that a number
of Americans are left out. So rather than
narrow individual solutions, we need to
change the nature of the game so that
we don't produce losers in the first place.
We need to emphasize job creation and
making sure that jobs pay a living wage.
There is something wrong when someone
works full time in this country and still
lives in poverty. Likewise, we need to
invest in those social goods that allow our
citizens to reach their full potential, things
like health care and quality education.
El: But do we have the political and social will
to get the job done?
MR: That's really the fundamental
stumbling block. We are the wealthiest
country in the world. We clearly have the
resources to invest in problems that we
feel are important. In the last two decades,
poverty Simply has not been given a high
priority in terms of national resources.
We need to wake up in America and
realize that our homeland security is tied as much if not
more to the fact that huge numbers of Americans are being
left behind economically, and as a result the American
Dream is quickly turning into an American nightmare.
If that's not critical to national security, then r don't
know what is. Jl':
Read more in Mark Rank's most
recent and award-winning book,
One Nation Underprivileged: Why
American Poverty Affects Us All.
the collective responsibility to minimize
poverty and economic risk has been
significantly weakened.
El: Can you point to any particular policies
that have been successful at addressing
this issue?
MR: The earned income tax credit has
become one of the most successful
anti-poverty policies. One of the reasons
for its success is that it enjoys bipartisan
support. Liberals like it because it assists
lower income families, and conservatives
are supporters because it reinforces
the work incentive.
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INTERVIEW with Kristal Brent Zook
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ZOOK, PHD, an adjunct profes-
sor of journalism at Columbia
University, has spent much of her
career investigating topics of race and
gender, as well as environmental and
social justice issues. Her first book,
Color by Fox: Tlte Fox Network and the
Revolution in Black Television, gave a
behind-the-scenes look at race and the
media during the 19905, Her current
book, Black Women's Lives: Stories of
Power and Pain, explores a variety of
life experiences of women from around
the country. As part of the School's
celebration honoring the work of
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Zook
spoke to Social Impact about her work,
the role of media, and the importance
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"Parents are hugely important. I don't think kids can
dream big unless the family is supportive."
ELLEN ROSTAND: How did you become interested in the
topic of race, gender, and the media?
KRISTAL BRENT ZOOK: My dissertation topic was originally
going to be Black Nationalist thought in film, television, and
literature. A lot of people have written on film and literature,
but no one was really writing about TV [ thought it was
interesting that there were a number of black-produced
shows for the first time in television history - shows like
In Living Color, Roc, South Central, Living Single, Martin,
and New York Undercover.
ERA lot has changed in television since your first book
was published. Are you aware of any current programs that
effectively explore issues of race, class, and/or gender?
BZ I don't think any of the current sitcoms are there.
What has happened is a movement called organic integra-
lion in television. The industry calls it that because what
t he y want to do in one-hour dramas is show us lifestyles
and settings that are organically integrated. You see
hospital dramas and police show dramas, and you are
supposed to see these relationships emerge in a natural
way. I think that is a good move.
ER: Your new book focuses on women's lives.
What inspired you to write it?
~ BZ: In 1995, I wrote a piece for the New York Times
Vlagazine about black feminism. This piece was the first
germ of the idea, but it wasn't until many years and two
publishers later that [ realized the stories [ wanted to
tell were about the women themselves and their real life
experiences as opposed to theories about feminism. In
this book, there are stories about women who overlap
and show the layers of their experience - from an
organic dairy farmer in Vermont to a filmmaker in
Los Angeles. What [ like about it is that it is unexpected
_ the complexity of women's lives.
ER: What are your thoughts on what social work's role
should be in making sure we are a more inclusive society?
KBZ: Diversity is important in all areas and there are glass
ceilings in every field. When I think of problems of gender
and diversity, however, [ tend to think of the hard sciences.
We all know about women in sciences and the lack of
encouragement. I think there is a lack of encouragement
as to how you can make a living in this field, a lack of
understanding about its potential. I think the same applies
to the social work profession.
ER: How can we change that mindset? Can journalism playa role?
KBZ: I think we have to address two problems. The first
is about future career choices and how that gives people
hope that they can make a difference. The second is how
to inform people so that they can even aspire to the first
one. Parents are hugely important. I don't think kids can
dream big unless the family is supportive.
Journalism can also playa role. But the profession is
taking a lot of hits right now that aren't necessarily
deserved. I think we should take issue with media owner-
ship and the structure of media power and not with
journalists. I think most journalists score pretty high in
terms of wanting to get to the truth.
Alternative media has always had a special role in this
country and for journalists like me. I got my start with
alternative media. There aren't a lot of outlets, however,
that are welcoming of alternative views.
ER: If the media is not exploring substantive topics with
the frequency and depth as it used to, how can we raise
awareness of key social issues?
KBZ: I do think that students historically have been the
ones to trail blaze in terms of raising the national con-
sciousness on important issues and that's something that
students everywhere should be aware of. This is their time
to make a difference. That message gets lost. If you knew
that students had been the ones behind a great deal of his-
torical change, you might feel a little more empowered. :11:
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PERSPECTIVES with David Gillespie
holds that disasters result because
of the decisions we make about
where and how to live. For example,
we choose to concentrate on the
coasts because they offer some of
the most beautiful places to live.
The emphasis is shifting from just
preparing to respond to preparing
and mitigating or reducing the risk
of negative consequences stemming
from disasters. This means more
attention to building codes, land
use, insurance. and warning systems.s: the world, attitudes
toward disaster vary depending
on the history of disaster and
level of development. In poor under-
developed countries, the attitude often
remains fatalistic. In underdeveloped
countries where science is gaining a
foothold and disasters are understood
as acts of nature, there is still the
problem of inadequate resources to
promote preparedness. Many people
in underdeveloped countries consider
the ideas of disaster preparedness
and mitigation to be Western ideas
and not necessarily appropriate for
them. Countries just beginning to
industrialize are relatively indifferent
to agricultural damage because they
usually have financial reserves to
purchase food on global markets.
But these economies arc vulnerable
to infrastructure damage such as
transportation, communication, and
public utilities. Rural-agricultural
economies are relatively immune to
disasters of short and sudden impact,
but they are susceptible to disasters
of long duration such as droughts,
pest damage, and civil conflict.
Disasters and development are closely
linked in that disasters can both
destroy development projects and
create development opportunities.
Dl: What typically happens in the
aftermath of a disaster?
DG: There is an outpouring of sympa-
1/ If social workers are to be effective
in the aftermath (of disasters), they
need to be in on the mitigation and
preparedness phases."
thy and concern and money. People
give readily, as we saw with hurricanes
Katrina and Rita. Then interest declines
rapidly. About a year ago, a tsunami
killed 25°,000 people - a tragedy
that dwarfs Katrina. If I pick up a
paper today, I find no mention of it.
Dl: How does our forgetfulness affect our
preparedness for the next disaster?
larger number of people, the wide-
spread use of an-reinforced masonry
buildings, and low levels of mitigation
and preparedness.
Dl: What should we do differently?
DG: Typically we see only two phases
of disaster: the response and recovery,
after it happens. We need to think
much more about what to do before
DG: Forgetfulness undermines
motivation to prepare or mitigate
hazard. This happens because of
a tendency to focus on each di aster
as a unique and rare event instead of
seeing ea h disaster as part of aeries
of recurr-ing events around the world
or as a symptom stemming from the
way we structure our so ieties.
Dl: How does our thinking about
disaster have to change?
DG: Instead of seeing disaster as
simply a product of nature, we need
to take into account the interactions
among the natural environment, the
built environment, and the dimensions
of society - attitudes and beliefs,
behavior patterns, political structures,
and economies. Take the New Madrid
earthquakes of 1811-1812, for example.
These earthquakes are estimated to
have been the largest to have ever
occurred in America. But it is not
remembered as a great disaster because
then there were few people living in
the area, few man-made structures.
If it happened today, it would cause
terrible damage because of the much
it happens, the preparation and
mitigation phases. Among people
who study disaster, the realization
has been growing since the late
1980s and 19905 that people's
decisions were causing the disaster.
For example, to support fanning,
we installed dike systems on the
Mississippi and other rivers. We
thought we could control the water
and expand the amount of land
available for farming, so we destroyed
the floodplains, failed to maintain
the ecosystem. We created the
circumstances for disaster. The 1993
flood along the Mississippi River
happened because water exceeded
the limits built into the dike system.
Katrina is another illustration.
Many professionals predicted it.
People had built on the delta, which
was the natural buffer to hurricanes.
DL: Do you think an opportunity
was lost in the Katrina aftermath?
DG: Yes. Most promoted the idea
of getting back to normal. But the
normal situation was a basket of
mistakes that set up the disaster.
l.- .....__ ,;~.... .......
"'
It is certain we will have hurricanes
on the Gulf Coast. Here was an
opportunity to start afresh, to ask
the community: What do we want and
how can we have it in a safe way?
DL Have we learned anything from the
recent disasters in the U.S.and abroad?
DG: We are learning more and more
abou r how our values, beliefs, and
behavior create the conditions that
result in disasters when hazards
er-upt. People take risks with disaster
because generally the government
..teps in and provides relief. But as
the physical, financial, and social
COSlS of disasters continue rising
year after year, it is becoming appar-
ent that the government Jacks the
capability to sustain a safety net.
The government's ineffective response
1O Katrina underscores this point.
We must promote local responsibility
and sustainable hazard mitigation by
mvcs ting in preparedness and rnitiga-
Iion safety measures now to help
reduce future costs.
SO Billionin donations bylOAm",,"", by 1/06"
$2 ~o~~ThIT2~N
KATRINA RELIEF"
Lso Billioningiftsandpledges'0 by 9/26/05"
% If-OF AMERICANS WANT TO'='l 77 0 HELP THOSE AFFECTED INt2J TIMES OF DISASTER"
"We are learning more and more about
how our values, beliefs, and behavior
create the conditions that result in
disasters when hazards erupt."
78,157 Number of news stories published
In 9/05 about Katrina'"
4,083 Number o( news stories published
in 4/06 about Katrina' ,.
73,551 Number cf news stones published
In 1/05 about the Asian Tsunams'"
1,135 Number of news stories published
In4/06 about the Asian Tsunarm'"
Weare learning similar lessonsfrom the disasters abroad.Last year's Asian tsunami,
the earthquake in Pakistan, and the
recurring flooding in Bangladesh
reveal that people in areas with
frequently occurring hazards often
evolve local time-tested strategies for
reducing the impact of hazard events.
At the same time governments and
international donors sometimes intro-
duce measures to reduce the severity
, AlMflCl/lllull\llle 01 PhoIanthropy. CNNMoney tom. 1/2/1:J6
,- MltfOCln Red Crou Wtb ..~
". Dow .loMt hctmo cloubtia
of potential disasters. Unfortunately,
all too often, the local strategies and
government initiatives remain unre-
lated or even in conflict with each
other. For example, until recently, in
Bangladesh no one questioned the
need for a large-scale, capital-intensive
dike system. International donors
have poured money into an extremely
costly "Flood Action Plan." We are
learning that much more attention
needs to be given to [ow-cost
non-structural mitigation strategies
such as flood-plain zoning.
DL: What has been the role of social work
in disaster, and what should it be?
DG: When disasters happen, social
workers are there to help in response
and recovery. If they are to be effective
in the aftermath, they need to be in
on the mitigation and preparedness
phases. I have been making that point
for 25 years or more. In dealing with
disasters it is increasingly important
to be proactive, to anticipate, mitigate,
plan, practice, and be ready to mobi-
lize as needed.
Dl: Are you seeing any progress?
DG: Yes, finally. I got into this in
graduate school, and back then,
disaster preparedness was not some-
thing social workers considered their
business. After Katrina, students
across the country started asking,
what should schools of social work
do? I was invited to speak to the
National Association of Deans and
Directors of Schools of Social Work.
I explained how the skills needed in
preparedness and mitigation over-
lapped with skills social workers have.
Since this presentation, our School
and the field have embarked on an
important project that we hope will
create new professional roles, educa-
tiona! opportunities, and eventually
national and international capacity to
better respond to these risks and crises.
It would be a tremendous resource for
the country if social work recognized
its legitimacy in providing assistance
in all phases of disaster. Social workers
learn how to work with the disadvan-
taged and how to establish and use
community networks. If this had been
done before Katrina, what a difference
it could have made! The poor, who
did not evacuate the city, might have
done so. J think the deaths and pain
would have been lessened. :.;
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The Globalization
of Social Work:
How Flat Are We?
By Rick Skwiot
INH IS BOOK, The World isFlat, New York Times columnistThomas L Friedman posits that
a global technological revolution
has increased economic opportu-
nities and created a world that is
more connected than ever before.
But does a flatter economic world
equal a more just world? Are the
benefits resulting from greater
connectivity distributed in a way tha~
everyone can share in newfound





COVER STO RY Globalization 01 Social Work
ACESS TO CAPITAL at the microlevel; investment in social development,including health and education; andensuring more political engagement
and transparency arc strategies that a new cadre of
international social work re earchcrs and practition-
ers arc exploring to address the underlying social
conditions that leave so many behind.
In interviews with four of them - whose field
experience ranges from India to China. from Nepal
to Kosovo - key imperative repeatedly surfa ed.
These issues challenge and guide international
social work training and practice today and will
likely do so in the future:
Sustainability
Developing programs that continue to effect
~ositive change in communities even after the
grant money and aid workers disappear.
20
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Cultural Sensitivity
Understanding and respecting local culture
and customs to indigenize socialwork programs
driven from the bottom up, not imposed
from the top down.
THAT IS THE OVERVIEW. Following
are insights from four on the frontlines.
They discuss how social work schools should
educate students, the role of U.S.-based
programs, how to fight corruption, and more.
Leslie Enright
On good governance:
"It's hard to effect change without good gover-
nance and politicians who aren't corrupt. To
address this requires a lot of due diligence and
working in civil-society development. You can
influence government and effect change from
the bottom up by strengthening civil society.
"Human rights, health, the environment,
and education are all important. But where
government is corrupt, it's not fulfilling those
needs. For example, in Kosovo health care
education is poor because students can buy
degrees. So you have 'professionals' who are
practicing medicine without training."
On U.S.-basedprograms:
"What happens in the U.S. affects every
corner of the globe, whether you like it or not.
For social work professionals, to know how
tf.S. policy impacts the rest of the globe is
very, very important.
"Most international development is being
done by international NGOs [nongovernmental
organizations) based in the U.S. But more
specialization is needed. Each organization
can't be the jack-of-all-trades. You need to do
education and do it well, or community devel-
opment, and collaborate with other NGOs that
do, say, health well. We need more collaboration
and partnership."
On social work education:
"Washington University's School of Social Work
teaches you how to work with people in a holistic
way - health, education, microfinance,
agriculture, and women's rights - which is
valuable. But social work professionals tend
to have a charity focus. In microfinance you
need to think more commercially. You need
courses in skill-based subjects, such as finance,
accounting, organizational management -
things you don't learn in social work school -











to some 35,000 low-
income entrepreneurs













Beijing in 1989, working





1992. She earned her
MSW in 1997 and serves
in Beijingas CHI's associ-







building capacity in people and the community.
The human touch is important. But other skills
_ lobbying. nonprofit management, research
skills, law, business, and health, perhaps
through dual degrees - are crucial."
On sustainability:
"If you have a program funded by the World
Bank for three years, you don't want it to
disappear after you leave. That's different, of
course, in disasters or post-conflict situations,
where you have to provide short-term services.
But overall we need to focus on sustainable
local programs and to think in a more market-
oriented way. Social workers have great skills
working with people, but they need to focus
on what they leave behind."
Melody Wen Zhang
On U.S.-based programs:
"In China we are still striving to develop our
definition of social work. U'Si-based programs
can serve as good role models and promote the
better practice of social work on a bigger scale,
encouraging exchange between professionals.
"American organizations do pretty well at
trying to be respectful of cultures and customs,
and Chinese organizations need tf.S. support.
But U.S. organizations need to realize that the
Chinese remain suspicious of foreigners, and
so they need to localize their programs, with
all top leadership being Chinese. An outsider
doesn't know how to tackle core issues and
will always be mistrusted, no matter how
well they speak Chinese."
On lundraising:
"The legal and organizational infrastructure
is lacking here, so we must fight from both
sides, continuing to meet needs while fighting
to establish ourselves. China is not poor. If
we learn how to give and trust organizations,
we can be self-sufficient in terms of funding.
"The whole society does not trust that
organizations will do what they say. So we
need social service organizations to remember
those principles that guide them. Build
credibility, establish your reputation, and
never go around the rules or misdirect
donations. Then people will trust them."
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"People here want to give, but there are no
proper channels - with no tax exemptions
except for donations to four government-run
organizations. And legally we cannot directly
solicit donations, only inform people of our
need. We need laws in this direction and are
working toward that."
On social work education:
"Social work students need to study manage-
ment and organizing. By being interdisciplinary,
you have more tools. Do not try to use theory
to fix society. Stick with the reason you chose
social work: to make a difference, to help others."
On the 'Iron Rice Bowl':
"Before the 19805, most Chinese wanted
government jobs that provided the Iron Rice
Bowl of housing, health care, pensions, and
children's education. Now, with capitalism,
we have the Glass Rice Bowl, which pays 10
times as much but without the security. It's
transition time. We need to help people to
help themselves, not wait for the government
to solve their problems."
Richa Dhanju
On social work education:
"One of the most important aspects of social
work that's missing from most training is politics.
Social work professionals need to realize their
potential as politicians and policymakers and
changers. I am very inclined toward advocating,
lobbying, and networking. I see a need for
US social work practitioners to use politics
to be more connected."
On cultural sensitivity:
"Often there's a missing voice: the people's
view. We assume we need to do an interven-
tion with our outsider knowledge base and
resources. As a result, social work often becomes
insensitive to localized culture. We need to
step back and study the people and issues as
they exist before we plan interventions. Today
there's a lot of arrogance and lots of hubris.
"When I went to tribal schools, I was
ostracized, but the people were suspicious
of all outsiders. They lived in hutments, felt
22
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Richa Dhanju
Richa Dhanju, a Punjab
native, took an MSW
degree from Bombay
University and, in May
2006, earned a second
MSW from Washington
University,where she
came "to learn American
policy."She has done
governance fieldwork
in the slumsof Delhi,
women's micro-financial
development in Mumbai,
India, and research on
the Jarawa Tribe on the
Andaman and Nicobar
Islandsof India.Her inter-
est in social work was
fueled by her childhood
as the daughter of an
Indian Army officer,
attending tribal schools
in remote villages on the
Chinese and Pakistani
borders. She hopes to
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imposed upon by government policy, and wished
they weren't part of India. Their issues were
never considered in government policymaking.
Those policies were trying to homogenize
everyone, for whose benefit' do not know."
"f
On U.S.-based programs:
"If US policies don't work, I want to know,
for they are being replicated in my part of
the world. What does export well are research
techniques, management skills, and the
interrelatedness of issues."
On sustainability:
"In India we have diminishing social services
due to corruption, red-tape-ism, and diminishing
top-down dollars. So there's a need for
microenterprise, to make people independent
and self-sufficient, not dependent on welfare."
Gautam Yadama
On international social work:
"To understand international social work,
one must know the context for social work in
underdeveloped countries. While high rates of
economic growth have reduced the numbers
of the poor in large parts of the world, many
still lack access to basic social services.
Extreme poverty in least developed countries
is not only from a lack of income but also from
lack of access to health and mental health
services, education, financial services, clean
water, and sanitation. Addressing critical
social service needs is the first step in this
assault on intractable poverty around the
world. Charity \s not where social work is.
We're about understanding persistent condi-
tions and antecedents, and how governments
deliver services, and systematically applying
what we know from research on why people
remain chronically poor."
On social work education:
"We're preparing students to work effectively
in complex and changing environments. This
is not merely theoretical discussion of how
global forces are affecting people, but rather
how do we design better policy, make services
work, build assertive and engaged co ..mrnumttes
"..--
he way you effect change is
by enabling people to under-
stand how they can assert
themselves and the power
that resides within them."--
so that local governments deliver on public
services. Key social development strategies
of decentralizing social service provision to
achieve greater participation by citizens, and
greater collaboration between primary benefi-
ciaries of services and local governments, are
central to alleviating poverty in many countries
across Latin America, Africa, and Asia.
"Effective social work in the developing
countries is about crafting policy and program
strategies that can penetrate these inequities
in access to vital services - social, financial,
and legal. To champion such social change, our
s t udent s must acquire a deeper understanding
of the lives of the poor, the limited choices they
face, and strategies for unshackling their lives.
"A big challenge for our school, social work
professionals, and researchers is to understand
how this all comes about. It requires a certain
risk taking and imagination, but most impor-
tantly interdisciplinary thinking."
On good governance:
"High rates of corruption burden the poor
disproportionately - public health services,
education, public distribution of food, and
provision of water are all highly susceptible
to corruption. Recent press coverage has high-
lighted how in some parts of India, nursing
staff in hospitals demand anywhere from $7
[Q $12 from the poor in order for them to see
their newborn. In India and other countries,
social activists and social work professionals
find themselves on the front lines of mobilizing
communities against corruption and exercising
laws and policies that are on the books.
Gautam Yadama
Gautam N. Yadama is
associate professor and
director of international
programs at the School
of Social Work. Indian by
birth, he grew up travel-
Ing widely, thanks to his
father's work as a UN.
diplomat, which, he says,
shaped his interest in
international social




programs is rooted in
the concerns of social
work. His field research
and international collabo-
rations have taken him





where he is studying
how critical social
services are being pro-
duced by citizen and
local government
collaborations.
"Social activists and social work professionals
are taking on the problems of the poor and
advocating with central governments to do
something - documenting cases, mobilizing
people to file public-interest litigation,
using right to information laws, and moving
governments toward greater transparency
and accountability.
"But we can't think of good governance
only at the macro level. We have examples of
how social workers can be catalysts in pushing
municipal governments to be accountable
and transparent, thus enabling the poor to
see how being informed, active, and engaged
results in better delivery of public services."
On cultural sensitivity:
"Many social development projects imported
into developing countries seldom consider
the perspectives of their very audience and
their livelihood strategies. Some of these
outside programs are great and with good
intentions, but if there's no investment on the
part of local communities, they remain short-
lived. Effective social work demands strategies
that are culturally relevant, politically viable,
and economically sustainable.
"It is best to begin to build a culture where
people can see how mobilizing their own
resources can work for them. That should be
part of social work education and training:
that you're not going to go in and change
everything. The way you effect change is by
enabling people to understand how they can
assert themselves and the power that resides
within them."
On poverty:
"l'm not optimistic about an end to poverty
in the next decade, for it exists on so many
levels. But we can make a significant attack.
To address poverty, we need to consider
dimensions beyond income and resources,
such as giving voice to the disenfranchised
within their households, communities, and
nations. Mobilizing communities to assert
their needs and preferences with governments
_ from local to central - will be crucial.
There is real hope when people are able to
see and taste victory as a result of their
own agency and effort.tx





IMAGINE A NETWORK OF10,000 TRAINED EDUCATORSwho meet individually every month
with families of preschoolers to maxi-
mize every child's readiness for school.
Imagine the opportunity these educa-
tors have to foster literacy, learning,
emotional health, sound nutrition,
and an appreciation for human diversity.
Imagine the promise for every child
fortunate enough to participate.
Parents as Teachers (PAT) is this net-
work, and Susan Stepleron. MSW '79,
is president and CEO of its National
Center in St. Louis.
With its increasingly global reach, PAT
is uniquely positioned as a force for
good. Its trained parent educators visit
more than 270,000 families and a third
of a million children in 3,000 local
program sites in this country, Australia,
New Zealand, Canada, the United
Kingdom, China, and Germany. Mexico
and Belize have nascent programs. It
serves children in homeless shelters
and leafy suburbs, military bases, and
Native American communities.
Commitment and Drives: helm is a woman described
by her colleagues as "high-
energy," "brilliant," "passionate,"
and an "'exemplary executive." Edward
Zigler, the Sterling Professor Emeritus
of Psychology at Yale, has worked with
Stepleton since she took charge in
2002. "She has exactly the right lead-
ership skills," says Zigler, one of the
founders of Head Start. "She has great
intelligence and is one of the fastest
learners I have ever encountered."
Mary Rose Main is the retired national
executive director of the Girl Scouts
of America. Like Zigler, she serves on
PAT's board of directors. She appreciates
Stepleton's drive, energy, and enthusi-
asm. "'And she brings that enthusiasm
to others," Main adds. "She has a
passion for early childhood education."
The depth of Sue Step1eton's commit-
ment and her expansive vision are clear
in her own words as well. "The intent
of the Parents as Teachers program
is universal access," she says. "The
motivation is to level the playing
field so that all kids start school with
maximum readiness - good language
development, good social and emotional
development. The premise is that all
parents can and want to do the best
job they can with their children.
"The motivation is
to level the playing








We're here to give them the informa-
tion and support they need."
Stepleton joined PAT after 13 years
with Edgewood Children's Center in
Webster Groves, Missouri, which
serves children with severe emotional,
behavioral, and communications
disorders. She acknowledges a
"missionary zeal," both about working
with the children at Edgewood and
about PAT, whose proactive approach
in helping children achieve their
greatest potential is "particularly
gratifying" for her.
Parents as Teachers began in St. Louis
in 1981. By 1984 its basic curriculum,
Born to Learn, had proved so success-
ful that the Missouri legislature, in
what Stepleton calls "an amazingly
forward-thinking step," mandated it
in all the state's public schools.
PAT brings families and parent educators
together in personal visits, at home
or elsewhere, in which the educator
gives the family tools to promote
learning, to maximize the amazing
power wired into every little brain. The
program draws on the most current
research about brain development and
puts it into a curriculum that parents
can understand and use. PAT trains
its educators in adult learning, so
they know how to engage parents
and encourage them to challenge
and stimulate their children.
Though the program is national,
Stepleton says, "it is always locally
implemented." So in Missouri, for
instance, parent educators are likely
to be public school employees.
Elsewhere, they might work for
Head Start or a nonprofit agency.
The National Center serves as the
"backbone" for the program. The staff
numbers 65 - trainers, curriculum
writers, developmental psychologists,
and others. "Our role is quality
assurance, providing the training and
keeping it current, writing and revising
our curricula, conducting research,




Under Stepleton's leadership, PAThas launched significant newinitiatives. Consider homeless
shelters: locally, PAT's parent educators
working in shelters used the basic
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Born to Learn curriculum. Nationally,
PAT developed a fruitful partnership
with the Toy Industry Foundation, which
has an ongoing interest in shelters. A
collaboration followed when the local
educators explained the particular
needs and constraints they encounter
in shelters, and PAT responded with
a program called The Power of Play.
It provides for playgroups and other
means of supporting parents in that
setting. It encourages children,
Stepleton says, "to learn to hope and
dream." The Toy Industry Foundation
brought its resources to bear, supply-
ing funding and educational toys.
"She's terrific at bringing together
other parties who want to do things for
children," Main observes. "She has really
helped us link with many other organ-
izations and agencies in a collaborative
way that then broadens the resources
available to work with children."
In another initiative, PAT developed
a literacy kit with the support of
several corporate and foundation
partners. BUilding on PAT's central
focus on literacy, the kit is a new tool
to help low-literacy parents in partic-
ular feel comfortable helping their
children learn to read. It shows
parents how to use simple, everyday
Most recently, the u.s. Department
of Defense has asked PAT to tailor the
Born to Learn program specifically to
military families. "We're dealing with
things like parents being deployed
and long separations and constant
moving," Stepleton notes. Military
families, she observes, are often headed
by very young parents living far from
home on low pay, often without support
systems. "These are families at serious
risk," she asserts. The program is
already in use on four Army bases.
Success Sparks Growth
Though Parents as Teachers beganspreading internationally about15years ago, to New Zealand,
Australia, the United Kingdom, and
Canada, Stepleton has led its expansion
into non-English-speaking countries.
"She has overseen moving the program
to China and Germany," Zigler notes.
PAT became available in China two
years ago and in Germany last year,
when public welfare officials in
Nuremberg asked for help preparing
its growing numbers of immigrant
children for public school.
International expansion is exciting
but challenging. "The very first
conversation we have with anyone is
PAT'S LITERACY KIT ENCOURAGED 40% OF PARENTS
TO START READING TO THEIR CHILDREN
experiences - reading labels in
the grocery store, singing, talking in
the car - to expand vocabulary and
foster language competence. Follow-up
studies showed that the kit encouraged
40 percent of participating parents to
begin reading to their children.
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about cultural issues," Stepleton says.
"There are many, many commonalities
of child development and physical
development," but there are also key
differences. "In China, for instance, it
is typical to toilet train children much
earlier than we do," she observes.
"The role of grandparents might be
very different." So making the basic
model culture-specific is essential.
"There's a step beyond that," she adds.
"We have things to learn, whether
it's from Native American parents or
Chinese parents or Russian immigrant
parents in Germany. We're all learning
better ways from each other." The head
of the New Zealand PAT program, for
instance, is a Maori who has helped
the organization appreciate indigenous
cultures and honor ancestors more
deeply. This contribution, Stepleton
says, "has helped us make good
connections with Native Americans.
There are real commonalities that
these families have with New
Zealand families."
Srepleton has steered PAT's growth in
other ways. In August 2005, it absorbed
a Minneapolis program called MELD,
which had similar goals but targeted
teen parents and ethnic populations.
MELD, struggling to continue its work.
asked PAT to take over its programs.
PAT agreed, and its program is
spreading in Minnesota as a result.
Advocate for Change
Avocacy is another importantpart of PAT's work. Currently,both houses of Congress
are considering legislation to fund
early childhood home visitation.
Stepleton is optimistic about the
Education Begins at Home Act
because it has bipartisan support
in both houses and many advocacy
organizations are supporting it,
ranging from the American Academy
of Pediatrics to the Child Welfare
League of America. Though various
organizations involved in home
visitation would participate, Stepleton
says, "we believe strongly that
Parents as Teachers will be a major
backbone of this program."
l.l.S. Sen. Christopher ("Kit") Bond,
R-Mo., the bill's sponsor, has worked
closely with Stepleton in developing
the legislation. He appreciates her
skills, expertise, and commitment.
"She is a passionate, energetic, and
well-respected advocate on behalf
of children and families," Bond says.
"She brings a powerful voice and
wealth of experience to the table
when she says that reaching parents
at or before a child is born is the
best and most cost-effective way
to promote positive parenting and
positive outcomes for children
and families."
Karabelle Pizzigati, a policy consult-
ant on children and family issues in
Washington, D.C., affirms Stepleton's
major contributions in the policy arena.
"She's very interested in policy issues
and how policy can make a difference:'
Pizzigati says. "She has knowledge
that is both broad, across systems
and a range of issues, and deep -
that is, she knows the practice."
Zigler agrees. "She has an ability to
deal with both the inside and the out-
side worlds:' he observes. "She's not
only responsible for the functioning
of a very large organization, but she's
also the person who makes appear-
ances before Congress, deals with
policy makers at the state and federal
level, and works with foundations."
The growth, the international expan-
sion, and the exciting prospects for
federal engagement all give Stepleton
satisfaction as she considers her four
years heading up Parents as Teachers
National Center. She is also pleased
with yet another accomplishment. "We
have made a very intentional move-
ment to become culturally competent:'
she says. "We have such an opportunity
not just to explain cultural differences
but to take a role in helping children
develop without prejudice."
ilWe have an opportunity
not Just to explain cultural
differences but to take a
role in helping children
develop without prejudic
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A strong emphasis on the richness
of diverse cultures permeates Born
to Learn's latest edition. She believes
PAT is uniquely positioned to combat
bias. "It is really a stewardship
responsibility in my own mind -
and a dynamite opportunity:' she adds.
Stepleton holds four graduate degrees.
In addition to her MSW, she earned
a master's in German studies from
Washington University, an MBA from
the University of Missouri-St. Louis,
and a PhD in public policy analysis
from Saint Louis University. Her MSW,
she says, gave her essential content
about working with individuals, group
dynamics, and approaches to social
issues. "That theoretical framework
has helped me, whether it's been with
personnel issues or figuring out how
to organize to impact public policy."
Perhaps even more importantly,
though, "it helped provide a value
base for the way I go about work
and think about the impact of my
work, which by definition affects
children and families. A social work
degree helps one remember that you
can't make decisions without thinking
about the ethics of your actions."
A Bright Future
S tepleron's vision of the future isbright with promise. Five yearsfrom now, she says, "we will have
passed Education Begins at Home.
Our work will have quadrupled in size
and scope. We'll be serving millions of
children, bringing them all the things
that we know from our research we
can do to help them and their parents.
We will continue to stay on the cutting
edge of research. And we will have
more presence in Latin America."
Zigler agrees. "There will be a lot of
challenges in the future," he concedes.
"That's just the nature of the business
we're in. But I will predict that Parents
as Teachers is going to blossom and
grow under her leadership." :-:
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INFLO R r DA, retiredhealth-care professionalsvolunteer two days a
week in a free clinic to
serve underinsured patients.
Once a year, older adults
with recreational vehicles
organize to help Habitat for
"demands" is not too
strong a word - ongoing






agencies are only just
waking up to this army of
sure-footed and capable
older adults anxious to
make a difference. Program
directors across the country
are looking to capitalize on
this windfall and provide
win-win expert nces for
both older adults and the
change current opportuni-
ties so they are attractive




The deployment of baby
boomers into service work
could have a positive effect
Healthier, wealthier, and better educated, this new
generation of older adults seeks - perhaps "demands"
ongoing productive roles in mainstream society
Humanity volunteers con-
struct homes. Throughout
the country, elder reading
mentors meer weekly with
school children to improve
srudent literacy.
Welcome to the new era
of "Productive Aging."
As the first wave of baby
boomers turns 60 this year,
the typical retirement
scenario of softening 60-
somethings retreating into
a vacation-like vacuum is
passe. Healthier, wealthier,
and better educared, this
new generation of older
adults seeks ~ perhaps
"The whole productive
aging argument is that
we're picking up 20 to 30
years after we leave our
careers, and people want
to stay engaged. The way
we stay engaged might
take on a different form or
shape, but we want to stay
involved in activities our
society views as productive,"
says Nancy Morrow-
Howell, the Ralph and
Muriel Pumphrey Professor






ing, or care-giving she says,
all of which point to one
important word - service.
agencies they choose to
serve. How can institutions
effectively entice this fresh
face of aging?
With a grant FromMetLife Foundation,Morrow-Howell is
hoping to provide some
clues. Her nationwide
study seeks to identify




older adults don't want to
do the same thing they've
been doing, they want to
achieve a balance between
leisure and being meaning-
fully involved. The big
question is, how can we
on the economy, she says,
pointing out that along
with filling a need for
caregivers and workers,
we can ease the strain on
Social Security by keeping
people on the payroll
longer, improve our efforts





report both physical and
mental improvements as
a result of being involved.
"There are multiple levels
of benefits for everyone
concerned, that's the main
attraction," Morrow-Howell
says. "With that in mind, we
want to understand how to
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build the capacity to
engage older adults, and
how to help society give
older people more opportu-
nity to make significant
contribu tions."
Graduate students help
Graduate studentsassist Morrow-Howell in gathering
the study data. "For most
students, the topic of
gerontology has been
about the hard part - the




but ignores the fact that
80 percent of older adults
don't fit those bills."
The alternate perspective
gained by students working
on this project, she says,
enables them to more
accurately visualize a picture'
of later life and helps to
destroy harmful stereotypes
about aging. In addition,
the student assistants
contribute to meaningful
discussions on elder program
innovations, innovations
which may very well impact
their own aging experience,
Morrow-Howell says.
At age 26, Jaime Goldberg
is concentrating her gradu-
ate studies in gerontology.
Goldberg's initial charge
was to interview program
directors and older adult
volunteers. She is now sum-
marizing the findings and
preparing a report to send
to the program directors
who contributed data.
At the same time, Goldberg
continues her longtime
volunteerism in a hospice
program, earning prac ticum
credit for her work.
"This research is a good
balance For me between
end-of-life care and very
productive, very engaged
older adults in the commu-
nity," Goldberg says.
"This is such an untapped
resource in America.
should encourage volun-
teerisrn in younger years to
establish the pattern and
continue to oFfer meaningful
opportunities to serve the
community throughout
the life course," Morrow-
Howell says.
As a delegate to the 2005
White House Conference
on Aging, Morrow-Howell
suggested that, along with
providing a wider array of
choices for service work,
agencies need to increase




for older adults (why not
expand tax breaks for





The good news isthat the concept ofproductive aging is
gaining a foothold in the
American psyche.
IIWe should encourage volunteerism in younger years to
establish the pattern and continue to offer meaningful
opportunities to serve the community throughout the life course II
Here are people who have
expertise and talent, a lot of
training, and time on their
hands. And once they com-
mit to something, they are
really committed - usually
for five to 10 years, every
week. These older adults are
not transitional in any way."
Graduate student AmyLuman has previousexperience working
in a guardianship program
for older adults. Many of the
clients suFfered from late-
stage Alzheimer's disease
and were more likely to be 80
years old than 60, she says.
"The other side of aging is
of interest to me because
we look at 6s-year-olds who
are retiring and don't want
to," Luman says. Luman
interviewed older adult
volunteers and is helping
to write the report that
will be distributed to the
50 programs contacted for
the MetLife Project.
"The description gives them
an opportunity to compare
their programs, such as
what incentives are offered,
or how much training other





"It's on everybody's radar
screen. It's certainly
something that is very
popular now because the
changing demography is
finally sinking in," Morrow-
Howell says. :-;
3°
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Partnerships
School of Social Work, Eden Seminary
to Oller Dual Degrees
GRADUATE STUDENTS WITH AN INTEREST in social work andministry leadership now have two dual-degree options through theSchool of Social Work and Eden Theological Seminary. In addition to
a Master of Social Work (MSW) students can pursue a Master of Divinity
(MDiv) or a Master of Arts in Pastoral Studies (MAPS).
~We have very strong relationships and collaboration among faculty of the
Eden Seminary and the School of Social Work," said Dean Edward F. Lawlor. "An
important signal of the value of this joint degree is the number of students who
have independently sought out courses and degree programs at both schools,"
The Rev. Cynthia Bumb, a recipient of the School of Social
Work's Distinguished Alumni Award and a graduate of Eden
Seminary, said the dual-degree program provides the opportunity
for the students and schools to make valuable connections.
"From counseling to program planning, my social work skins
have helped enormously in my work as a minister," said Bumb,
pastor of Pilgrim Congregational United hurch of Christ.
Current social work doctoral student and Eden graduate Kirk A. Foster came
to the MSW program because he was asked to develop community outreach
programs for his United Church of Christ congregation. He knew the master's
degree would give him the necessary skills. "For centuries, the church has been
involved in delivering much-needed social services not only to its members,
but also to the wider community," Foster said. "Social work has ils roots in
religious movements, and the new partnership between the School of Social
Work and Eden Seminary honors that historic tie. These graduates win be
uniquely positioned to speak the language of and understand the inherent
challenges in a diverse and Iluid social service delivery milieu."
Graduates of the MSW/MDiv program win be prepared to engage in leadership
and program development in religious-based social services, oversee service
delivery in religious settings, and serve as advocates for social justice. "These
dual-degree options formalize a relationship that has existed for some time,"
said the Rev. David M. Greenhaw, president of Eden Seminary. "Both of our
schools share a common belief that the world isn't as it should be and a
commitment to creating positive change." :-:






WITH $2 MILLIONin funding from theAtlantic Philanthropies,
the School of Social Work will
conduct the first large and long-
term evaluation of the multiple
effects of the Experience Corps.
The Experience Corps, which
operates in 14 cities and has more
than 1,800 volunteers, is a national
service program that brings older
adults into public elementary
schools to tutor children and
improve their academic abilities.
Previous assessments of the
program suggest benefits to
children, older adults, schools,
and communities. Under the
leadership of Professor Nancy
Morrow-Howell, a team of
researchers will evaluate programs
in four cities to understand the
larger impact of the program.
Launched in 1995, Experience
Corps is a program of Civic
Ventures. Today, it is part of the
AmeriCorps network of national
service programs. :-;
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MICHAEL $HERRADEN IS MODEST about theimpact his work has had in changing U.S. policy-makers' response to poverty and even more so about
its global impact, including the major interest it currently is
receiving by both social scientists and politicians in China.
Before the 1991 publication of his book, Assets and the Poor,
the idea that the poor should be encouraged to save -
and rewarded for doing so - seemed unlikely to many.
"Traditionally, social policy in the West has provided
income support through a check and food stamps," says
Sherraden, the Benjamin E. Youngdahl Professor of Social
32
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Development and director of the School's Center for Social
Development (CSD). "Policy helped people to get by - but
not to do better. To do better, families have to accumulate
resources for education and home ownership."
Sherraden's self-described "simple" idea was resisted b.Ymany Washington politicians who did not believe thatthe poor could accumulate savings without scrimpmg
on food or housing, he says. "But we had research results
showing that poor people can save and purchase homes,"
says Sherraden.
Today, the terms "asset butldtng" or "asset-based policy"
are commonplace in this country. Sherraden's idea for
Individual Development Accounts (IDAs) - in which
savings of the poor are matched by private and/or public
funds - is in the demonstration phase in 3S-plus states.
He has also consulted with the government in the United
Kingdom to create the recently enacted Child Trust Fund
Act in which every child is given a savings account at
birth. And, if passed, the America Saving for Personal
Investment, Retirement, and Education (ASPIRE) Act would
provide a similar savings account for American newborns.
While these projects are truly significant, China - with a
population of 1.3 billion - offers an enormous opportunity
to achieve social change through asset-based policy.
Sherraden and Li Zou, CSO project associate, have intro-
duced the concept of asset building as a possible response
to China's challenges of economic development in rural
areas and care for its rapidly aging population.
"Social problems have been created by the new openness
with the Western world," says Zou, MSW '04. "There's been
uneven economic development. While urban areas have
grown rapidly, rural areas are still behind. The government
is looking for effective ways for rural people to get out of
poverty. They're looking for new ideas."
CSO's involvement in China began in September 2004 when
it co-sponsored the "Asset Building and Social Development"
conference at Shandong University in Jinan, Shandong
Province. In January 200S, Sherraden was keynote speaker
at two conferences in Beijing on asset-based policy, one
sponsored by Tsinghua University and the other by the
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences. In September 2005,
Sherraden participated in China's government-sponsored
ztst Century Forum as an international expert. He has
been invited to attend the International Forum on Social
Policy in July 2006.
Chinese media have followed these
conferences closely, and several publica-
tions from the January 2005 conference
have appeared in Chinese journals. The
book Assets and the Poor was published
in Chinese this past summer.
"Policy helped people to get
by - but not to do better.
To do better, families have
to accumulate resources
for education and home
ownership."
Sherraden and Zou visited anasset-building pilot study underway in the rural Xin Jiang region
of western China in September 2005.
Residents are allowed to borrow from
a rural retirement savings program to
increase their assets and livelihood.
While no formal research results arc
yet available, Sherraden says this
project "looks successful, though
we have to learn more about it."
Both Sherraden and Zou are pleased
with the positive response that asset
building has received in China but are
careful to present and test these ideas
within the context of Chinese society.
~We talk about these ideas adapted to
the Chinese context and whether or
not they will work in Chinese cultural
and political conditions," says Sherraden.
"It's hard to predict the future. The
Chinese government will have to make
a decision about charting social policy.
Asset building may playa major role.
While I doubt that China will adopt
the exact policies that are successful
m the West, they do have a keen
mtere s t in these ideas." :-:
Partnershi ps
New Partnership with Teach For America Offers Incentives
TEACH FOR AMERICA (TFA)is partnering with the School of SocialWork to offer its corps members and
alumni added incentives when applying to
the Master of Social Work program.
"Teach For America and the School of octal
Work share a common passion for pioneering
social change, particularly in community,
school, and so tal service settings," says
Edward F. Lawlor, dean.
Janice Wells-While, assistant director of
admissions, notes that it is the School's goal
to recruit strong analytical leader commit-
ted to making a difference. "We are confident
that Teach For America corps members and
alumni po sess the characteristics we seek,
and our new admissions incentives reflect
our commitment to attract Teach For
America's best and brightest," she says.
"In order to achieve educational excellence
and equity, we need leaders in every profession
working to address socioeconomic disparities
that contribute to the academic achievement
gap in our country," says Eric Scroggins,








can build upon the
insight and experi-
ence they gained





munities," he says. :-:
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award funds. For exam-
ple, TFAawards $9,450
in educational awards
and the School of Social
Work matches with a
$9,450 tuition award,
giving the TFAcorps
member or alumnus a














dean for research and the
Frank J. Bruno Professor
of Social Work Research,
has been serving on the
strategic planning expert
panel of the National
Institutes of Health's
Office of Behavioral and
Social Sciences Research
(OBSSR). The panel is
helping OBSSR identify





ties to reduce the burden










of Social Work, an
international conference
on evidence-based
practice hosted by the
University of Bielefeld.
Luis Zayas, the Shanti K.
Khinduka Distinguished
Professor of Social




funded by the u.s
Department of Health
and Human Services'
Children's Bureau of the
Administration for
Children, Youth, and
Families. He is among
a group of researchers
from across the country
evaluating adoption




























the Journal of Social
Work in Disability and
Rehabilitation.
Nancy Morrow-Howell,
the Ralph and Muriel
Pumphrey Professor of
Social Work, participated





Aging held in December.
She was part of a team
of delegates from around
the country sharing and
developing recommen-
dations to be sent to the
president and Congress
on pressing aging issues
of today and tomorrow.
A final report from the





six months of field
research in Kenya.
Funded by a National
Science Foundation
grant, Lesorogol is study-
ing the emergence of
new social institutions
among a community of
livestock herders-specif-
ically how new norms





She is also examining




power. Read more about
her work in her article
titled, "Privatizing
34












issue of spirituality in
social work "Congregations
as a Potential Resource
for Productive Aging"
was presented at the
Oxford Round Table
on Successful Aging at
St. Anne's College in
the University of Oxford.







in the Journal of
Gerontological Social Work
and in Harry R. Moody
(Ed.) Religion, Spirituality,
and Aging: A Social Work
Perspective.
Nalmefene, an opioid
antagonist used to treat
alcohol dependence,
shows promise as a
treatment for pathologi-
cal gambling, according






showed a statistically sig-





the study were pub-
lished in the February





fessor, has been sharing
her research on civic
service and service


























THREE NEW FACU LTY FELLOWS (ABOVE) joined the School as part of the OpenSociety Institute's Network Scholarship Program. Ulziitungalag Khuagin has been thehead of the social work department at the State University of Education in Ulaanbaatar,
Mongolia, since 1999.Tolegenovna Kozhamkulova is an associate professor of sociology at
AI-Farabi Kazakh National University in Kazakhstan. Tamar Makharadze is a professor of
social psychology at Tbfhst State University in Georgia.
THE SCHOOL'S MARTHA N. OZAWA CENTER for Social Policy Studies welcomes its
first international visiting fellow, Sun-Hee Back, PhD. Dr. Back joins the Center for one year to
pursue empirical research related to child well-being, child care, and Feminization of poverty.
She is an associate professor of social welfare at the Seoul Theological University. :-:
Faculty I Senior Scholar Appointment to John Landsverk, PhD
J 0 H N LAN DSVE RK, PH0, was recently appointed senior scholar at the School of SocialWork. "We are extremely excited about bringing John Landsverk's scientific leadership,collaboration, and good counsel to the School of Social Work," said Dean Edward F. Lawlor."He has already had an enormous positive influence on the trajectory of mental health
services research at the School. Now we see even greater opportunities to enhance our work, the
development of child welfare training and research, and the application of evidence to practice."
As a senior scholar, Landsverk will bring additional leadership to the School's nationally
recognized program of research in mental health services and child welfare; mentor faculty
on proposal development; collaborate with social work investigators on proposals and articles;
and work with senior administration on the scientific and institutional development of the
School. Landsverk win continue his role as director of the Child & Adolescent Services
Research Center at Children's Hospital of San Diego.
Landsverk is a member of the MacArthur Foundation Youth Mental Health Network and a
member of the Technical Advisory Committee for the Institute for the Advancement of Social
Work Research. He has served in numerous leadership and review roles at the National








chapter appears in the
recently released book
titled Families Global and
Multicultural Perspective.
Gautam Yadama
Children in foster care
in Missouri receive many
mental health services,
but little is known about




McMillen aims to answer
this question. The quali-
tative study looks at how
social service and mental
health professionals
intersect and interact to .
provide servicesand what
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NOTEBOOK Grants, Events, and Conferences
Grants
Ford Foundation Grant Helps the Center
for Social Development Invest in the Poor
FACULTY, STUDENTS, AND STAFF of the Center for SocialDevelopment (CSO) are dedicated to addressing the root causesof poverty and finding solutions, To this end, CSO has found a
partner in the Ford Foundation, a philanthropic organization whose
goals include asset building to create better societies.
Over the years, the Ford Foundation has generously supported CSO,
most recently being a $2.5 million grant. The grant, which requires
Washington University to match on a one-to-one basis, supports the
creation of a permanent endowment for CSO.
"The Ford Foundation has been very generous to many of the University's
programs and projects. This recent gift will enable the Center for Social
Development to support groundbreaking work that will improve lives
and lift communities. It is a gift that keeps giving many times over, and
for that we are very grateful," said Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton.
The central theory of asset building is to invest in people to increase
participation in the economy and involvement in society. The central
idea - giving people individual development accounts (I0As) to invest
in life goals such as homes, education, and businesses - is an asset
building concept that is gaining wide support because it increases
participation in the economy, strengthens communities, encourages
citizenship and harmony, and creates more responsive and effective
human service and community development organizations.
"We are giving people the tools they need to increase saving and
investment, not just giving them income for consumption," said Michael
Sherraden, the Benjamin E. Youngdahl Professor of Social Development
and director of the CSD. He noted that the CSO is close to concluding a
national research project spanning eight years and 13 sites throughout
the country. Another large study now under way is testing savings
accounts for children.
CSO has also participated in drafting legislation at both the state and
federal levels; more than 35 states currently have some type of lOA
policy. Internationally, the concept is spreading as well.
"The Ford Foundation grant gives us the resources to capitalize on our
successes and keep up the momentum," Sherraden said. "We are extremely
grateful for their interest in CSO and support of our research." :-:
CO N N ECT: To learn more, visit www.gwbweb.wustl.edujcsd
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Events
From mental health to child welfare and
from civil liberties to consumer-directed
care, topics for lectures this year represented
a range of issues. Below is a selection of
speakers who recently visited with students,





































School of Social Work,
University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill
"Child Welfare Reform
and Evidence-Based Child
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"Understanding and
Changing Organizational
Culture and Climate in












"Can We Handle the
Aging Population?"
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"One of the most effective
strategies for change is to
shape someone's imagination ...
If you cannot imagine things
other than they are, you are
numb to the current state
and less likely to be moved to
act ... Restlessness is a key to
changing the world,"
Rev. David M. Greenhaw, PRESIDENT, Eden






















Center lor Mental Health Services Research
Hosts Child Wellare Conlerence
CHILD WELFARE RESEARCHERS from around Missouri andrepresentatives from the State of Missouri's Children's Divisiongathered for the first time, on December 1, to discuss the state
of child welfare research in Missouri. Organized and hosted by the
School's Center for Mental Health Services Research and the Children's
Division, the conference will serve as a regular venue for sharing key
learnings from ongoing child welfare research initiatives.
Mark Testa, associate professor of social work and director of the
Children and Family Research Center at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, gave the keynote address.
"Interest in child welfare issues is at an all time high," said Curtis McMillen,
associate professor. "We felt it was critical to create an ongoing dialogue
among child welfare researchers and the Children's Division to ensure
that we understand each other's information needs and can help the
division capitalize on the relevant research conducted around the region."
Other organizations participating in the conference included Missouri
State University; Saint Louis University; University of Kansas; University
of Missouri - Columbia, Kansas City, St. Louis; Missouri Department
of Mental Health; and the Missouri Institute of Mental Health. :-:
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to hire, students, grad-
uates, and employers













Just as students seek greater oppor-
tunities, potential employers also
want to connect with top talent.
One of the most effective tools we
offer to both employers and students
is our Web site, which we launched
in 1996. Today, it is one of the most
popular Web sites connecting poten-
tial employers with our students.
Last year, employers submitted nearly
1,000 jobs for posting. The site offers
not only a place for employers to post
jobs and jobseekers to rind jobs but









each student's curriculum planning.
We also have expanded our program
to include five professional develop-
ment days, which provide a range of
networking and skill-building activities,
including interviewing preparation
and resume writing. These events
feature panels of experts from institu-
tions such as the Nationalities Service
Center in Philadelphia and The Burke
Center in Lufkin, Texas. Students listen
and participate, while experts discuss
their work and their needs. This year,
students had opportunities to interact
with contacts at 160 organizations
and fellowship programs.
THIS IS AN EXCITING andchallenging time to be preparingsocial work graduates to enter
the job market. Our students are
passionate about making an impact
at both the micro and macro level and,
as a result, seek a wide range of profes-
sional opportunities. The paths to
their success vary, and Career Services
is developing new plans and programs
to help meet these needs.
From a planning perspective, we look
to capitalize on several emerging
opportunities. For example, in this
issue of Socia/Impact, you have
read about disaster mitigation and
preparedness. Currently, we are
exploring new opportunities within
the emergency management field to
ensure that social work plays a key
role in disaster preparation efforts.
Alumni have been wonderful about
sending us career options and advising
students. I thank you for your support.
Your input and involvement will
continue to be important as we look
ahead at the role of career services.
There are many ways in which you
can participate including referring
employers to us, providing resume
critiques, and serving as mentors to
students seeking jobs. [ also welcome
your ideas on how we can continue
to expand our career services offer-
ings to meet the needs of current
and future graduate students. Feel
free to share your thoughts with me
bye-mail at doelling@wustl.edu.
I look forward to hearing from you.
With the aging population and the
increase in chronic disease, specifi-
cally diabetes, we also are evaluating
ways in which our graduates can play
leadership roles in the development
and implementation of chronic disease
management programs.
Internships and practice often
result in permanent positions for
our graduates. For example, Deborah
Backus, MSW '05, had interned with
the United Nations Commission on
Human Rights in Thailand, and now
holds a position with the Commission
in Cambodia. In addition, Laura Gauer,
MSW '05, completed an internship
with the Office of Refugee
Resettlement, Administration for
Children and Families, US. Department
of Health and Human Services, and
now she is Functional Analyst/Grants
Manager there. We aim to work closely
with field education to leverage this
growing network for the benefit of
our graduating students.
Finally, as the federal government
continues co step up its recruiting
efforts, programs like the Presidential
Management Fellows will remain a
priority for us.
Carol Doelling, director of career services,
recently released the second edition of
her book Social Work Career Development:
A Handbook for Job Hunting alld Career Planning.
We are also doing more to help our
students develop the skills needed to
land their desired post-graduate posi-
tion. Preparation for the job search
will begin at the moment a new
39
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ALUMNI EWS eT "lOT JI-----Updates
Alumni Updates
From Missouri to California and from Texas to Uzbekistan,






she continues to work







20 years of private
practice. Now residing






that she has her own
private practice, Puzzle
Over Me, LLC. She
provides individual,
family, couples, and
group therapy with an
emphasis on children
and families. She wel-
comed son Jackson
Gabriel in January 2005.
Catherine Woodstock
Striley, PhD, reports
that she received a
conference grant from




She will host a confer-
ence titled "Mentoring
and Supervision for the
Responsible Conduct of










services for a 12-county
area of east Texas.
After working as a
licensed clinical social
worker in Boston for
nearly a decade, Anne
Bowie writes that she
has recently moved to
a law firm where she is
engaged in legal aid,
charitable giving, and
youth programming.
Anne would love to
hear from other alumni
who are working in
corporate settings.
She can be reached at
merricke88@hotmail.com.
Aimee Israel has been
working as a school
social worker for the
past five years. She is
looking to spend next
year in Mexico or
Central America doing
development work. She
seeks ideas about how
to connect with non-
governmental organiza-
tions doing quality work
in these countries.
Aimee can be reached
at ais62373@aol.com.
Brinda Narayan-Wold
has been working as
the project director of
Media United Against






Service District, and all
major television and
radio stations. The part-
nership provides residents
with tips and tools to




Mark Edwards lives in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,





educational arm of the
Allegheny Bar Association.
Angel Yuen married
Sam Wong in 1992.
The two have settled
in San Francisco, where
Angel works as a supervi-






professor in the School
of Allied Medical
Professions at the Ohio
State University, was
recently awarded a train-
ing grant from the u.s
Department of Health
and Human Services to





to address the needs
of elderly clients with
low vision.
Tawnya Brown writes
that she continues her
work in the HIV/AIDS
community in S1.Louis
She is currently the client
services/evaluation






affeeted by HIV jAIDS.
Peg Schwartz recently
expanded her child and
family therapy practice
to full time, allowing her
more time to see clients
She continues to teach a
graduate course in family
therapy at the University
of Missouri-St. Louis,
School of Social Welfare.
4°














Barth Holohan is a
finalist in the 2005 Ernst
er Young Entrepreneur
of the Year Awards for
the Central Midwest
region. He was honored





from illness or injury
with the extra help they




works as the director




from the United Way
of Central Alabama




Brown shares that she
is a program director
for the Community
Assistance Program for
Seniors (CAPS), a service
of the Center for Aging
Resources in Pasadena,
California. CAPS is a














to children of socially
vulnerable groups.
2°°5
Paola M, Rijos writes
that she is working as





Jeffrey Yin is the
behavior intervention
program coordinator at
Logos School in St. Louis.
He is responsible for the
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II
IMPACT?
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Editor, Social Impact
clo George Warren Brown School of Social Work
Washington University in St. Louis
Campus Box 1196, One Brookings Drive
St. Louis, MO 63130-4899
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Alliance for Building Capacity
Serves the St.louis nonprofit community
by providing education, training, consultation,
and other technical assistance.
(314) 935-6661
Center for Mental Health
Services Research
Works with community agencies to develop
and test interventions designed to improve
the quality of mental health care.
(314) 935-5687
Center for Social Development
The leading academic center of theory and
research on asset building or strategies that
promote saving and investment versus
income and consumption.
(314) 935-7433
Comorbidity and Addictions Center
Addresses ways to impact underserved
populations with mental health and
H IV risk problems.
(314) 935·8386
Kathryn M. Buder Center for
American Indian Studies
One of the most respected centers in
the nation for academic advancement and
study of American Indian issues related to
social work.
(314) 935·4510
Martha N. Ozawa Center for
Sodal Policy Studies
Provides research and analysis to assist
Asian governments and communities in
making more informed policy decisions.
(314) 935·6615
WANT TO SHARE Socia/Impact
with a friend or colleague? Complete
the information to the right and mail to:
Orders, Socia/Impact
c/o George Warren Brown
School of Social Work
Washington University in 51. Louis
Campus Box 1196, One Brookings Drive
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Comorbidity and Addictions Center
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American Indian Studies
Martha N. Ozawa Center for
Social Policy Studies
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Presidential Management Fellows
and the Future of Federal Service
Quality and Social Service Delivery:
Who Has the Edge'
Crossing the Border:
A Social Work Perspective
on Immigration
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